Across

8 Two letters are often used to name this now iconic Spielberg/Williams film, The ___

10 The bulk of JW's oeuvre, at least the best known

13 You do it with your ears

15 With 14 down, where prehistoric DNA got way out of hand

17 Combined with 24 across, an old name for a soft drink

18 Chondrichthyans forever associated with two note JW "theme song"

20 Indiana searches for the Grail, this drinking utensil

24 Main ingredient in a fizzy drink; pairs with 17 across

25 Natural marine food and thickening (jellying) product

26 Patricia ___ Center for the Arts in Beaverton, Oregon opened in early March 2022

27 Ending of 41 across

29 Long drawn out tale, or knitting necessity

30 Numerical word in title of this early Spielberg/JW film; see 16 down

32 This hapless title TV show character's tour lasted more than 3 hours; JW wrote the melody

35 Text abbrev for Oh My Goodness

38 Producer of the 31 down Adventure

41 JW's first Indiana film; end it with 27 across

Down

1 Director and partner in numerous films including Schindler's List

2 JW wrote the theme music for this long running Sunday news program

3 Lucas blockbuster film for which JW wrote theme for the 5 down princess

4 JW wrote the scores for the first three films about this boy wizard

5 Sister of Luke, fearless Princess in 3 down movie

6 Fabric design use in military and mimicked in fashion, briefly

7 Title for distinguished conductor, plural

9 ____ and pepper

11 George Takei character

12 33 down went to Syria and pretended to sell silk from this capital city

14 Paired with 15 across

15 JW studied at this NYC School of Music

16 Spielberg, Dreyfus and these JW notes - RE, MI, DO, do, sol - rocked this film; see also 30 across

18 JW didn't write the original theme for this Man of Steel, but used it in his scores

19 Actor and singer, Benjamin "____man" Crothers, named for vocal jazz style

21 Actor who portrayed 33 down

22 Famous Brubeck Quartet jazz piece in 3+2 "____ Five"

23 Resettings of existing music or flowers positioned artistically

28 Solo in opera

31 Title name of the cruise ship that capsized in this 1972 disaster film with an early JW score

33 Raiders archeologist Jones

34 Mathematical surface or land measurement

36 Fuzzy vision

37 Early JW film with Eastwood scaling the Swiss mountain, ____Sanction

39 Opposite of cool

40 Someone playing a role in a movie does this